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AutoCAD is designed for
professional architects and

engineers. It is regarded as one
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of the top programs in its class,
and is used to design

everything from skyscrapers to
household appliances. As of

2015, it is available for several
platforms including Windows,
macOS, Android, iOS, Android,

and iOS. Features [ edit ]
AutoCAD is best known for its

capability to design mechanical
and electrical engineering

drawings as well as
architectural plans. The
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software offers a suite of
design tools, including polyline
and wireframe editing, solids
and meshes, basic drafting,

and drafting management. The
application also supports

parametric drawing, which is a
feature allowing the user to

change only certain geometric
characteristics of a shape
without changing its size,

shape or position, by entering
numerical values. All drawings
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created in AutoCAD have one
or more views, which can be in
any orthogonal projection. The
active view can be changed at
any time. The user can also set
the selected tool options, the

drawing type, the properties of
the selected tool, as well as set
the input language. AutoCAD's
command line interface allows

the user to create new
drawings, perform tasks,

generate previews, and view
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settings. Development timeline
[ edit ] 1982 - AutoCAD initial
development. 1983 - AutoCAD

2.0. 1985 - AutoCAD 3.0. 1988 -
AutoCAD 4.0. 1990 - AutoCAD

5.0. 1994 - AutoCAD 6.0. 1996 -
AutoCAD 7.0. 1999 - AutoCAD
2000. 2001 - AutoCAD 2002.
2003 - AutoCAD 2003. 2005 -

AutoCAD 2005. 2006 - AutoCAD
2006. 2008 - AutoCAD 2008.
2009 - AutoCAD 2009. 2011 -

AutoCAD 2011. 2012 - AutoCAD
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2012. 2013 - AutoCAD 2013.
2014 - AutoCAD 2014. 2015 -

AutoCAD 2015. 2016 - AutoCAD
2016. 2017 - AutoCAD 2017.
2018 - AutoCAD 2018. 2019 -

AutoCAD 2019. Supported
formats [ edit ] All AutoCAD

drawings are saved as AI and
DXF files. DXF files use the

Windows 2000 and later
extended ASCII

AutoCAD Crack Free Download 2022
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Mac Autodesk Maya has a set
of scripting languages that
include Lua, Objective-C,

Python and R. Overview At
Autodesk, their primary focus is

to provide tools to its
customers to be able to

automate their workflows. They
focus on a modular approach,

with higher level tools
providing the foundation for

lower level tools. Their model
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of developing software
products have a strong

emphasis on designing for
extensibility. The Autodesk

Exchange service offers some
commercial software for free,

including Autodesk Architecture
for free, Autodesk Civil 3D and

Autodesk EcoDesign. These
tools may be used free of
charge for production use.

History Autodesk was founded
in 1982 by Gary Kildall, Ivan
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Sutherland, and David Smith as
a system for computer-aided
design. In 1989 the company

began a three-year project with
the U.S. government to develop

a 3-D design tool for the
Cracked AutoCAD With Keygen

series of computer-aided
drafting programs. The

government's interest in 3-D
had started in 1986, when the

Pentagon sought to use the
technology to make war
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machines with fewer parts that
were better able to resist

damage. Three-dimensional
technology was based on the

idea of computer modeling and
virtual reality, so Kildall and the
other founders saw the chance

to apply it to mechanical
design and manufacturing.

They purchased the rights to
various patents related to 3-D
rendering and have since been
acquired by others. AutoCAD
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Crack Keygen for Mac was
released in 1991 for the Apple
Macintosh platform. In 2006,
Autodesk was purchased by

private equity firm GTCR. The
company was rebranded
"Autodesk, Inc.", and the

Autodesk Exchange app store
was released. Autodesk

invested $2.7 billion in capital
equipment and software to
support the new product

development strategy. On May
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2, 2017, Autodesk announced a
restructuring that would reduce

Autodesk by 2,400 jobs. On
October 1, 2017, Autodesk

announced they had reached
an agreement to acquire AEC
software startup Ugo for an

undisclosed amount, allowing
Autodesk to bring its

Architectural Design tools to
the cloud. In October 2018, the
company announced the return

of ArcGIS to its mapping and
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GIS platform, as well as the
release of a free "explore"

version of the software.
Starting in the late 2000s,
Autodesk acquired various

ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Activation Code With Keygen [Win/Mac]

Open the Autocad Application
from "Program" menu. Select
"Plugin-ID" -> "Plugins" tab.
Enter the plugin id in the
"Identifier" field, the name of
the file for the activation code
in the "Name" field. Save the
file. Restart Autocad. Activate
plugin. Further reading Plug-In
Development Guide Plugin
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Developer's Guide External
links Category:Computer-aided
design software for Windows
Category:Microsoft Office
Category:AutodeskQ: How to
fix JSON error for
get_object_list()? I have the
following code: $request = new
WP_REST_Request();
$request->setMethod( 'GET' );
$request->setEndpoint(
'wp/v2/my_api' );
$request->setBodyParam( [
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'custom_post_types' =>
['marketing-projects',
'onlinemedia' ] ] );
$request->setRequestBody(
'{}' ); $rest_client = new
WP_REST_Client( '' ); $response
= $rest_client->send( $request
); $objects = json_decode(
$response->getBody(), true );
The code is trying to get a list
of custom post types. When I
run it I get the following error:
JSON decode error: a string is
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required (code: 400) in
/var/www/wp_api.php on line
30 I found this article, but I'm
not sure how to apply it to my
situation. A: The error message
is very clear: 'a string is
required'. There's a string in
your request body. Use the
JSON library to decode it as a
JSON string. /* * Copyright (c)
2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its
affiliates. All rights reserved. *
DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE
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COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS
FILE HEADER. * * This code is
free software; you can
redistribute it and/or modify it *
under the terms of the GNU
General Public License version
2 only,

What's New In AutoCAD?

The Import/Markup Wizard for
AutoCAD lets you view and
import external documents,
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then quickly incorporate
feedback into your drawing,
usually without having to draw
anything. Markup Assist for
AutoCAD integrates rich
feedback from the Internet and
other documents. You can
mark up drawings with text,
graphics, or photos. You can
also add comments,
annotations, and ratings to
AutoCAD drawings. (video: 1:55
min.) Hairline effect for curves:
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Hairline or dashed lines are
often used to show the
direction of thickness of a wall
or structural element. But the
lines can make a drawing
harder to read, especially if
they are used without context.
The new Hairline Effect option
allows you to control the width
and spacing of the lines in an
intuitive manner and provide
them with a stroke effect for a
continuous, thick, and bold line.
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(video: 0:37 min.) Hairline
effect for 3D drawing objects: A
new Hairline Effect option also
gives you control over the
width and spacing of line
patterns on 3D objects such as
walls and pipes. With the
Hairline Effect option set to 3D,
you can easily create a hairline
pattern for a wall or pipe.
(video: 1:04 min.) Advanced
text editing: When you create
or edit text, the New Text
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command lets you specify the
position of your text. You can
change its location to specific
coordinates, or even create
your own 3D space. Text size,
color, and alignment options
are now available in the
Advanced Text dialog box. You
can control the font, text size,
font size, and color of text with
the Text controls on the
Graphics tab. (video: 1:27 min.)
Edit existing text: The new Edit
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Text command lets you use the
existing text in your drawings
to make the same text edit.
You can find the text or text
style in a drawing and make
edits to its font, size, and color
without creating a new
instance of the text. (video:
1:18 min.) Layout view and
Ortho mode: You can now
switch to Ortho mode in the
View menu. In Ortho mode, the
origin point is at the geometric
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center of your viewport and
you can no longer scroll to see
objects outside the viewport.
Ortho mode is ideal for long
drawings or for viewing large
areas. You can choose from
four different modes to view
your drawings
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

- Supported OS: Windows XP,
Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32/64-bit) -
Supported Processors: Core 2
Duo E4500 or better (Intel Core
2 Duo E4500, AMD Phenom II
X4 940, AMD FX-9590) A
minimum of 4 GB of RAM (8 GB
recommended) A hard drive
space of at least 20 GB
(recommended is 50 GB or
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more) A display with a screen
resolution of 1024x768 or
higher (
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